VOCABULARY

DE GREY

(Walbarring's information)

Karresarra Tribe

(From Notebook 12)
Karr coma: Native hammer
Thoorilyee: Gum (of red gum tree) used for fastening hammer
Poolga: Gum (spinifex) used for spears and waibarra
Poondco: String made from spinifex
Yoorla: Spun string
Pooleewana: Bulroarer
Jooba: Strings of human hair with tasselled ends.
Moordinarra: Long thick rope of human hair, very powerful in magic
Karbeeree: Short rope of same
Irdgirdee: A sickle-shaped piece of wood, the curved part being about 6 or 7 inches long, much carved, very powerful in magic
Win'by'ardee konango: A certain corroboree in which promiscuous intercourse occurs. (Similar to Wannawa, jalgoo, etc.)
Konango: Corroboree
Thoordaa: Wind
Wardal gardanna: East wind?
Kanarra: Dawn
Koombajagardee: Night (Ngalooma people call night thoondoo)
Yarnda milbogoo: Sunrise
Koombalyee: Morning
Koorabija: Midday
Beeringa: Sunset (nearly)
Mardoonga: Sunset
Dalyaburra: Karreearra people's country
Bamba: Sleep
Ngoora: Sand
Ngoorang: Sand camp
Yabaroo: North
Tchingy: South
Ereajoo: East
Woolajoo: West
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Mooloo
Babba
Mai
Koorda
Thoordoo
Ngabberes
Koordoo

Sweat
Water
Vegetable
Brother
Sister
Brother-in-law
Wife